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ONE of the principal problems in the study of ruled surfaces is the
problem of classification, and the classification by Schwarz* of the possible
types of quintic scrolls is the model. His method may be said to consist
in a combination of the principle of correspondence between two plane
curves and the principle of the irreducibility of the plane section of a
scroll. But this method is extremely laborious when the order of the
surface is fairly high ; for instance, there appear to be more than sixty
types of rational sextic scrolls alone. On the other hand, the writings of
Segret on the rational and elliptic scrolls suggest a different method.
Here we first analyse the nature of the general scroll of given genus and
order when it is situated in its normal space, and consider the various
ways of generating it by means of a (1, ^-correspondence between two
hyperplanar sections. We then project the surface from the proper number
of arbitrary points into a space of three dimensions. By varying the origin
of projection we thereby obtain all possible scrolls of the given genus and
given order in ordinary space. Two scrolls in ordinary space that are
both obtainable from the same scroll in higher space by means of uniform
projections are in homographic correspondence; we therefore obtain by
the above method all possible types of scrolls in space of three dimen-
sions that are distinct so far as a homographic transformation is con-
cerned.

The present paper begins with some elementary properties of ruled
surfaces, and I proceed to prove that any scroll normal in ordinary space
necessarily has two directrices, distinct or coincident, a directrix being a
line met by every generator of the surface. From this I deduce some
properties of the general scroll situated in its normal space; for instance,

* Complete Works, Vol. 2 (1890), pp. 25-61.
t Atti Torino, Vol. 19 (1883), pp. 355-372 ; Vol. 21 (1885), pp. 868-891.
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such a surface has no singular curve properly so called. I proceed to give
a short treatment of the rational and elliptic scrolls following Segre's
work. This is followed by a discussion, based on the same lines, of the
general scroll of genus 2; and I thus give a classification of the possible
types of sextic scrolls from the point of view mentioned above.

The possibility of extending the above method to scrolls of higher
genus or greater order would necessarily depend on an examination of the
normal space of a given scroll in terms of its order and genus. Segre*
has, in fact, obtained by means of the Zeuthen principle of correspondence
a lower limit for the normal space in terms of the order and the genus of
the surface. A straightforward discussion of the question with the aid of
adjoint surfaces leads to a result which is practically the same as Segre's
result. Then follows a result which I owe to Prof. Baker which deter-
mines the normal space of a scroll with two directrices in terms of the
characteristic numbers of an arbitrary plane section.

Indicating by Sp the normal space for the scroll, and by Sr the normal
space of its hyperplane section, the difference

8 = r—(p — 1),

is called the deficiency in freedom of the characteristic series of the system
of hyperplane sections. It is known that 8 is always less than or equal to
p the genus.t I here prove that it is not greater th&np—i, where i is
the index of speciality of the plane section. Moreover, when p is not
greater than n — 3, where n is the order of the ruled surface, we can
always construct a scroll for which S is as low as one, provided p is not
zero.

There is a further question of interest connected with ruled surfaces.
Given any twisted curve, under what circumstances can we transform it
birationally into a plane curve of the same order which can be made the
base of a ruled surface ? The interest as well as the difficulty of the ques-
tion arises from the condition that the curve is to be of the same order.
I have not been able to give a complete answer, but I discuss some par-
ticular classes of curves, and prove that such a transformation is possible
in the case of all twisted curves of order less than or equal to eight.

Again I thank Prof. Baker for the help and criticism I have received
from him.

* Math. Annalen, Vol. 34 (1890), p. 4.
t Castelnuovo, Annali di Math., Vol. 25 (1897), p. 292.
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1. A singly infinite aggregate of straight lines is said to constitute a
ruled surface, and the lines are called generators. Cones and cylinders
are degenerate forms and their study differs in no way from that of plane
curves. When every two consecutive generators intersect, the surface
becomes a developable surface. The term scroll is limited to such ruled
surfaces as have only one generator passing through each general point
of an arbitrary plane section. Any two plane sections of a scroll have
then the same gsnus, for the generators effect a (1, l)-correspondence be-
tween them. The genus of the scroll is defined as the genus of an
arbitrary plane section. This affords a means of classifying the scrolls of
any given order according to their genus.

The tangent plane at any point of a generator passes through the
generator, and varies as the point moves along the generator.* Con-
versely every plane passing through a generator touches the surface at
some point on the generator. Thus the number of tangent planes through
an arbitrary line is the same as the number of generators meeting the
given line. Hence the class of the scroll equals its order ; in this respect
a scroll is like a quadric. It is also evident that the reciprocal surface is
likewise a scroll, and has the same genus as the original surface.

2. The following is a well known result in the theory of correspon-
dence. Given in space two curves of orders m and n, of the same genus,

* Cf. Salmon, Solid Geometry, Vol. 2 (1915), §§ 456, 463.
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and having the same moduli, the lines joining the corresponding points
of a (1, 1)-correspondence between them generate a ruled surface of order
m-\-n. If the curves have k self-corresponding points, the order of the
surface is diminished by k.

Any plane passing through a generator of a scroll FfL* meets the sur-
face in a residual curve of order n—1 met by the generator in n—1 points.
Each of these is in a sense a double point for the plane section, but only
one of them is the point of contact of the plane with the surface. The
remaining n—2 points are fixed points on the generator not varying as
the plane moves about the line. Fort consider any two planes through
the generator. Each of these contains a residual Cn-\. These two
curves are placed in (1, ^-correspondence by the generators, and the
generators constitute a scroll of order n. Hence in virtue of the result
cited above, the two curves must have n—2 common self-corresponding
points. But the common points of the two curves must lie on the line
common to the two planes, and that is the generator. These are then
n—2 fixed points on the generator, not varying with the plane. Through
each of these n—2 points there passes another generator, and they are
points of a double curve on the surface. The double curve is, in fact, the
locus of points on the scroll through which pass two generators. A scroll
Fn has thus in general a double curve met by every generator in n—2
points. This singular curve on the scroll may be of higher multiplicity,
and it may also split up into distinct and separate curves each with its
own order of multiplicity. Since any scroll must have at least a double
curve,! it follows on reciprocation that for any scroll there exists in
general an infinity of planes passing through two generators. Hence,
finally, the upper limit to the number of generators which may lie in a
plane depends on the multiplicity of the singular curve of the reciprocal
scroll, and the multiplicity of any multiple points that curve may possess.

3. The equations to any scroll may be expressed in the form

x = a+pz, y = b+qz, <j>(\, /J) = 0,

where a, b, p, q are algebraic single-valued functions of two variables A, u
and <f> represents a curve of the same order and with the same moduli as
the plane section of the scroll. The generators are thus in (1, 1)-corre-
spondence with the generators of a cone of the same order; the points of

• We indicate a scroll of order n and genusp by Fft; and so also a curve by C«.
t This remark is due to Oayley, Collected Papers, Vol. 2, p. 33.
$ We are just now concerned only with scrolls in ordinary space.
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the scroll may now be placed in (1, 1)-correspondence with the points of
the cone in an infinite number of ways. In this correspondence any
curve on the scroll meeting each generator in k points is transformed into
a curve on the cone which meets each generator in k points. In par-
ticular, a unisecant curve (that is, a curve which meets each generator in
one point only) is transformed into a unisecant curve. Now since on a
cone the only singularities possible are multiple generators, it follows that
on a scroll a point which is a singularity for one plane section is also a
singularity of the same nature for the curve of intersection of every plane
passing through the point. It also follows, that on the scroll we cannot
have a singularity which does not lie on a singular curve every point of
which is a singularity of the same nature. In other words, a scroll can
have no isolated singularities.

The singularities of a scroll may therefore be analysed as follows.
There are multiple generators: and there are singular curves.* met by
every generator, through each point of which there passes a fixed
number of generators, this number being the multiplicity of the singular
curve. The multiple generator is met as a generator by a finite number
of other generators, but it is not met by every generator nor does a fixed
number of variable generators pass through each of its points. Thus
the multiple generator is of essentially a different nature from the singular
curve: through each point of it there do pass a fixed number of
generators, but whatever the point chosen, all the generators coincide
with itself.

We come now to a third type of singularity. There may also exist
on the scroll a straight line met by every generator. Such a line is
called a directrix. It may be thought of as a piece of the singular curve
thrown out and standing by itself as a line. Through each point of the
directrix there pass a fixed number of variable generators, this number
being the multiplicity of the directrix. Obviously no scroll can have more
than two directrices. A directrix is not in general a generator, in the
sense that it does not form part of the mechanism effecting the (1, 1)-
correspondence between any two plane sections. On the other hand, we
may have one or more generators coinciding with the directrix. If k
variable generators pass through each point of a directrix, and in any
plane through the directrix it counts as a (&+7i)-fold line, then we call it
a Zc-fold directrix which is also a A-fold generator. Such a degeneration
cannot take place when there are two directrices, for the two directrices
cannot intersect. Again, there cannot occur a directrix on a cone or a

* It is believed that we cannot have more than three distinct singular curves i*i any case.
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developable surface. Thus, •whereas the multiple generator is essentially
of a different nature from the singular curve, the directrix is of precisely
the same nature as the singular curve; and hence arises its importance.

4. We consider now the nature of a plane section of the scroll Fil.
The following is a principle of great importance due to Schwarz,* and
may be called the principle of irreducibility. Given a scroll F*, every
plane section either is an irreducible C'i or else consists of a number
n—ix of generators together with an irreducible curve C£, a lower limit
for JUL being conditioned by the fact that /x must be sufficiently high to
allow the curve to havejp for its genus.

The proof is extremely simple. There certainly exists at least one
plane meeting the scroll in an irreducible Gn ; and there cannot exist a
(1, ^-correspondence between this irreducible curve and a composite
curve, unless this latter consists of an irreducible curve together with a
number of the lines which effect the correspondence. There are thus on
any scroll Fa planes containing an irreducible GIU planes passing through
one generator and containing a residual C«_i, and there are also in general
planes through two generators containing a residual Gn-2- In the general
case then we can always suppose /x to be n—2, and it is frequently much
less. The importance of the principle arises from the fact that in con-
junction with the principle of correspondence it can be made the basis of
an effective and exhaustive classification of scrolls of any given order.

An immediate consequence is the following. When a scroll Fn

possesses a /x-fold directrix, the section by any plane through the directrix
consists, besides the directrix, entirely of generators, their number being
n—/x. The truth of this follows from the fact that since every generator
meets the directrix, the section by any such plane consists, besides the
directrix, entirely of the lines which serve to effect the correspondence.

Consider now the various methods of generating a given scroll Fn by
means of a (1, 1)-correspondence between two plane curves. We can
always generate the scroll by means of the (1, ^-correspondence between
two plane sections Cl having n common self-corresponding points. We
may again replace either (or both) of these curves by a C£ where CM is
the irreducible plane curve of minimum order, with /u. (or 2fx —n) common
self-corresponding points. It follows that /x is not less than ?i/2. Suppose
in particular, that we take a Gp

n and a CJ with fx self-corresponding
points. Then the line common to the two planes meets the Cn in n—,u
further points. Through these points pass n—/x generators lying in the

* Loc. cit., p. 28.
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plane of G^ and making up together with it the complete plane section.
By specialising the behaviour as to intersections and contact of these
generators in relation to the C^ we obtain all possible sub-varieties of the
scroll, but the specialisation must be in conformity with the nature of the
general plane section Cp

n as to singularities.
Thus the general procedure in the classification of the scrolls of given

order n and given genus p would be as follows. We have on the one
hand various types for the general C» so far as the singularities of the
curve are concerned. We have again various possibilities for the irre-
ducible C£, where /x itself is subject to the relation

?i/2</>t<™—2.

We associate each of the former group with each of the latter, so that the
two curves have not less than JU points in common. Now we effect a
(1, ^-correspondence between the two curves so as to have /J. self-
corresponding points. Any minor types can then be obtained by special-
ising the nature of the correspondence. A number of types not possessing
a plane curve of order n—2 or less may have escaped the above classifica-
tion. Such a thing can only happen when the scroll possesses two direc-
trices and has no multiple generators whatsoever. If the directrices are
a-fold and /8-fold, we have

a+/3 = n,

and we may consider the scroll as generated by an (a, ^-correspondence
between two non-intersecting lines.

5. From the fact that each generator meets the double curve in n — 2
points, Cayley deduced that the order of the curve must be at least n—2.
Since the singular curve may break up into several parts each with its
own genus and multiplicity, it is obvious that a limiting value for p in
terms of n would be much more useful.

Segre* has proved that when the genus is not zero, any ruled surface
in any space is necessarily a cone if its hyperplane section is a normal
curve. Thus, indicating by Sp the normal space for a scroll, and by Sr the
normal space for its plane section, we have

P<r.

We may call this result Segre's lemma.

Consider in particular a scroll F» of the typet [a, /3]. Besides the

* Annali di Math., Vol. 22, p. 139.
t We indicate by this notation that the scroll has an a-fold and a 0-fold directrix.
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two directrices, the scroll may possess some multiple generators. Any
arbitrary plane section C» has thus an a-fold point and a /3-fold point
besides other possible singularities. We have thus

2) q(q—1) /3(/3--l)
r ^ 2 2

where a-f /3 = n.

Thus we have p < a/3—i

and the expression on the right attains its maximum when a and /3 are as
near equality as possible. So also for a scroll Fl with a single a-fold
directrix, any plane through the directrix contains n — a generators which
yield by their intersections

(w—a)(n—a—1)
2

double points. Since a scroll does not permit of any singularities that
are not situated on singular curves, it follows that on an arbitrary plane
we have an a-fold point besides

(n—a)(n—a — 1)
2

double points. Thus we have

(n — l)(n—2) a(a—1) (n — a)(n — a — 1) . N , -
p— 2 - ^ —a yi a) n-ti.

Thus in the case of scrolls F% with one or two directrices, we have

(n-2)_2

, . , An— l)(ra—8)when ii is even ; and p ^ -j ,

when n is odd.
It is obvious that these limits are reached. It is known* that these

are the upper limits for the genus of a twisted curve of order n; and
Segre's lemma states that these are the limits for the genus of scrolls of
order n.

6. Consider now a scroll with two directrices. There cannot exist on
the scroll any singular curve. For, if 0 be a point on the singular curve,

* Castelnuovo, Atti Torino, Vol. 24 (1888), pp. 34G-373.
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the plane of the two generators through 0 would contain both the
directrices, which is absurd. Again, in the case of a scroll with a
single a-fold directrix the n—a generators in any plane through the
directrix may all intersect on the directrix itself, or some of these inter-
sections may lie outside the directrix. In the former case the scroll has
no singular curve; and we shall agree to speak of such a scroll as a
scroll with two coincident directrices. In the latter case, not all of the
multiple points thus arising outside the directrix can be due to multiple
generators. There exists thus a singular curve. Further, it is easy to
see that on a scroll without a directrix there exists a singular curve, for if
this is not so, we should have only multiple generators; and since these
have to account for all the singularities in every plane, it follows that
every generator must meet them, which is absurd. In particular we
cannot have a scroll all of whose singularities are multiple generators.
Thus on a scroll with two directrices, distinct or coincident, there does
not exist a singular oa-rve; on all other scrolls there does exist a singular
curve. Hence conversely, if a singular curve does not exist, the scroll
must necessarily have two directrices, distinct or coincident.

7. We now propose to prove that every scroll Fll lohich is normal in
Sa must necessarily have two directrices*

We require the following lemma. Given in S3 a FZ and a i^-i which
have a plane curve Cn-i common, the scroll F% cannot be normal in S3.
The proof of the lemma is as follows. Using for clearness x, y, z with
reference to Fn, and x', y', z' with reference to Fn-.u we suppose the axes
chosen in such manner that the plane of the common Cn-\ is the z, z'
plane. The two surfaces are evidently in (1, 1)-correspondence, and the
equations connecting them may be taken in the form

x' = x, if =y, z' = R (x, y, z),

where B is a rational function. There is on Fn an oo3 system (a) of
curves of grade n given by the plane sections. On residuating with re-
spect to a point 0 on the surface, we obtain an oo2 system (/3) of curves
of grade n—1. If 0 be taken to lie on the z axis, we find that the
system (/3) includes as part of it the oo1 system (y) given by

x+\y = Fn = 0.

* The following proof requires that p should not be zero. But the result stated holds in
that case also, as we shall see later.
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On transformation, the system (/3) is changed into an oo2 system (ft') of
curves of grade n—1 on Fn_\; and the system (y) is changed into an oo1

system (y') of curves of grade n—1 on FH-i; and (y') is included in (/3').
Further, it follows from the equations of transformation that the system
(y-) is given by x,+Xyl = ^ ^ y% ^ = Q

Moreover there exists on -Fn_i an oo3 system (ĉ ) of curves of grade n—1
given by the plane sections. The system (y') is common to the systems
(ax) and (j3'). We shall show that (/3') cannot be complete ; for let (/3')
be given by

where P and Q are surfaces adjoint to Fn-X. Any surface of the form

\P7j'+.\1Q = 0 (1)

meets Flt-i in a free curve which has n—1 intersections on the locus

Px' = 0,

and therefore n—1 intersections on the plane x'. In other words any
surface of the system (1) cuts out on Fn_i a free curve of order n—1.
The degrees of P and Q therefore differ by one, and Q passes through
the free intersection of P with Fn-.\. But then such an expression as
Q/P belongs to the completed system individuated by (c )̂. Thus {($') is
contained in the complete system of which (ay) is a part, (ft1) is therefore
not complete.

Lastly, we observe that the principles of residuation and birational
transformation are such that the completeness or otherwise of (J3') depends
on the completeness or otherwise of (/3), and so also the completeness of
(/3) is dependent on the completeness of (a). We have proved that (B1) is
not complete. It follows that (a) is not complete. Hence the scroll Fn

cannot be normal in S3.

8. We come now to the proof of the theorem that every scroll normal
in S3 necessarily has two directrices. In virtue of the above lemma, it is
enough to prove that when F* is not a scroll with two directrices, we can
always construct a ruled surface Fn_i which is not a cone and which has
a plane Cn-\ common with the scroll Fn.

Suppose first that the scroll Fn has no directrix at all. Then any
generator g0 is met by n—2 other generators, of which there are at least
two which are non-intersecting; for if every two of them intersect, it
follows that there is a plane through g0 which contains n—1 generators
and therefore a directrix. Let gx, g% be two non-int secting genera-
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tors, both of which meet <70. Let gQ meet g2 in Q, and let QR be any line
through Q meeting gx; and suppose Q is a &*-fold point for the scroll.
Then the plane of gXi gQ contains a further d_2 which has Q for a (k—1)-
fold point and meets QR in (n—k—1) further points. On the other hand,
the plane of QR and g% contains a further 0n-\ which has Q for a (k — 1)-
fold point, passes through R and has (n—k — 1) further points on QR.
Thus the two curves Cn-\ and Cft-2 have n—2 points common. The given
scroll Fn is the result of a (1, ^-correspondence between these two curves ;
but this correspondence has only n—8 self-corresponding points. We can
now construct a new (1, ^-correspondence between the two curves, so as
to have all the n—2 common points for self-corresponding points. The
result is a ruled surface JPn_i which is certainly not a cone, since it con-
tains an irreducible plane d-o.

Similarly, suppose that the scroll has only one directrix; and we shall
assume! that its multiplicity ix is greater than one. In virtue of what
was said in § 6, it follows that there exists a singular curve, and that not
all the generators in any plane through the directrix meet on the direc-
trix. Let <70, g1 be two generators meeting on the directrix, and let g.2
be a third generator meeting g0 and not gx. We proceed as before and
construct a ruled surface -Fu_2. The theorem is therefore proved, that
every scroll normal in S3 must necessarily have two directrices distinct or
coincident.

9. In virtue of Segre's lemma it follows that when p is too high with
respect to n to allow a C» to exist in <S4, the scroll Fn is necessarily normal
in S3, and therefore has two directrices. Castelnuovot has proved that
the genus of a Cfh existing in S,- is subject to the inequality

where — - — 1 < X < r-
r— 1 r—1

In particular for a curve Cl situated in S4 we have an inequality which is
effectively the same as , o w o,

J (n—2) (?i—3)
P < 6 '

Therefore, when p is greater than the above limit, the scroll F%, must

• We have k 2s 2.
t This amounts to saying that the enus of the scroll is not zero.
X Atti Torino, Vol. 24 (1888), p.
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necessarily be normal in S3 and therefore have two directrices. Con-
versely, the genus of a scroll Fl lohich has no directrix at all, but which
may have any other singularities whatever, is subject to the above in-
equality.*

10. We now propose to prove that a scroll situated in its normal space
Sp cannot have a singular curve. This result may usefully be compared
with similar results in the theory of curves. "We have seen above that
this holds when the normal space is S3; it is thus enough to prove it
when p ^ 4.

The following lemma is necessary. If a scroll Flh is situated normally
in Sp (p ^ 4), its projection from an arbitrary point on itself yields a
scroll .Frt_i situated normally in £p_i. The proof is precisely the same as
in the case of curves. Suppose now if possible that the scroll Fn situated
normally in Sp has a singular curve. Projecting it from p — 3 arbitrary
points on itself, we obtain a scroll Fn-p+% situated normally in S3; this
latter scroll has by what was proved in §§ 6-8 no singular curve, and its
only singularities are two directrices and multiple generators. Now for
the purposes of the lemma above we can choose the p — 3 points anywhere
we like on Fn, provided only they are independent and determine a Sp_4.
Hence if the normal scroll does have a singular curve, it must lie in either
of the two Sp-2 joining the two directrices to any and every arbitrary
Sp-4- But this is absurd. Hence a normal scroll can have no singular
curve apart from directrices and multiple generators. In particular any
given scroll in S3 which does not possess a directrix yields on being pro-
jected upwards into its normal space a scroll with only multiple generators ;
and even these will not exist if the given scroll has none. A simple ex-
ample + is the F5 with a twisted quintic for double curve. It is known
that the scroll is normal in S4 and in S4 it has no singularities at all.

Hence the singular curve of any scroll in ordinary space is not an
essential feature of the scroll but the necessary consequence of the collapse
due to projection from the normal space downioards.

This suggests a different method of classifying scrolls from that indi-
cated in § 4. In order to classify all possible scrolls F% of given order
and genus in ordinary space, we first find out what the normal space for
such a scroll is. It may be that p is not completely determined by n and
p alone; yet it must be capable of being determined as lying between

* Cf. Wiman, Ada Math., Vol. 19 (1895), pp. 63-72, where the same result is proved by
analytic methods to hold in the case of a severely restricted class of scrolls,

t Baker, Proc. London Math. Soc, Ser. 2, Vol. 12 (1913), p. 12.
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definite limits plt p2. We then analyse the nature of a scroll F% situated
normally in Sp where p varies from px up to p2. Either it has a directrix
or it has not; and the nature as to multiple generators of the scroll is
dependent on the nature as to multiple points of the hyperplane section
Cl situated in 8p-\. We then analyse the various possibilities as to the
minimum irreducible curve that can exist on the normal scroll. This
enables us to determine the various ways of generating the scroll by
means of a (1, ^-correspondence between two curves with or without self-
corresponding points. We then project the normal scroll from the proper
number of points taken arbitrarily in its space on to a S3. We thereby
obtain all the possible types of F% in S3, provided we choose the points of
projection as arbitrarily as possible. Two scrolls in Sa that are both ob-
tainable by means of uniform projections from the same scroll in higher
space are in homographic correspondencce. Thus of the scrolls JP^ in S3

which are normal in a given space Sp there are as many independent
types, not transformable into one another homographically, as there are
ways of generating the normal scroll Ft in Sp.

11. We come now to a discussion of rational scrolls. Consider first
the case of cubic scrolls. Since every plane section has a double point, it
follows that there is a double line. The double line may be either a
double directrix, or a simple directrix and a simple generator put to-
gether, thus giving rise to two distinct types. Consider the former
type. The plane through the two generators through an arbitrary point
of the directrix contains a third line which cannot be a generator, but
must be a unisecant curve of order 1. There is thus a simple direc-
trix, besides the double directrix, and the scroll is of the [1, 2] type. Any
plane through a generator cuts out a conic which does not meet the
simple directrix. Hence the scroll may be generated by a (1, 1)-corre-
spondence between a conic and a line not meeting it. Consider then in
S4 a conic and a line not situated in the same hyperplane. The result of
a (1, ^-correspondence between them is a cubic surface, which is
necessarily a scroll because it possesses a directrix. Projecting from an
arbitrary point lying in the plane of the conic, we obtain in Sa a cubic
scroll of the [l , 2] type.

Consider now the second type. Since it has a line which is a directrix
as well as a generator, it follows that it cannot have a second directrix.
We can see easily that this surface also is not normal in S3, for consider
the cubic scroll in S4 constructed above, and take the plane passing
through the directrix and an arbitrary generator. On projecting from an
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arbitrary point in this plane, we obtain a scroll of the second type with a
line which is a directrix as well as a generator.

Further we cannot have a cubic scroll in space higher than S4, for a
cubic curve is normal in S3; hence every cubic scroll is normal in /S4.
Again two cubic scrolls, one of either type, are connected by a simple re-
lation, since both are derivable from the same configuration in S4. The
two scrolls may be represented by

these are transformable into one another with the aid of the relations

0* 0* *T* 0*
«*-! ' c '2 <"H ^ 4

lh ~ 7/a ~ 2/a ~~ _UlMl'

12. We shall now prove that no rational scroll can be normal in Ss-
For let ^ ^ ^ = p2> ^ = Qj ^ = p^

n IT /] /y» — . (~\ g* —— i"\ .->» — - ID rp —^ (\

represent two arbitrary plane sections of such a scroll of order n. The P's
and the Q's are polynomials in a parameter X, the highest power occuring
being Xn. We have then

for each of the n zeros of P2. Consider now whether we can find two poly-

= ?!
Q* Qi

for each of the zeros of P2, and such that Plf P2, P4, P5 are linearly in-
dependent, as also Qlt Q.2, Qi} Q5. When n equals two, there are only
three independent polynomials. In general there are n-f-1 homo-
geneous constants available in each of P5, Q5, and the zeros of P2 are
only n. Thus the problem is always soluble provided n is greater
than two.

If now we add to the two sets of equations above

respectively, we obtain in S4 a scroll of order n which projects from the
S E R . 2. VOL. 19. N O . 13GG. R
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^5 vertex into the given scroll. Thus no rational scroll F^ can be normal
in S3 unless it be a quadric surface.

We can now prove that every F% is normal in Sn+i. For assume that
every F^_j is normal in Sn, and suppose if possible that there exists one
J J which is normal in 5B+i_e. In virtue of the above result we must have

n+1 — e > 4 .

"Hence on projecting the scroll from a point of itself, we obtain a JF°_T

normal in Sn-f, which contradicts the assumption unless e equals zero.
We have already shown that every F° is normal in SA. It follows there-
fore that every F?t is normal in Sn+v

13. Consider now the nature of a F°lb situated normally in Sn+\-* On
such a surface we cannot have two intersecting generators, for on project-
ing from the point of intersection we should obtain a rational surface of
order n—2 in Sn, which is absurd. For the same reason we cannot have
a multiple generator, nor a double line which is a simple directrix as well
as a simple generator. Thus for a F" in Sn+i we can only have a simple
directrix, and even that may not always exist.

Again any Ca (a ̂ n) situated on the scroll must be a unisecant curve ;
for if it were bisecant (or higher) every generator would lie in the space
in which the Ga is situated, and this is not greater than Sn, whereas the
scroll is situated in Slx,+\. Next every C"a (a ^ n) on the scroll must be
situated in its normal space Sa> For suppose if possible it is situated in
Sa-t; taking any (n—a -f-e) arbitrary points on the scroll, these together
with the Sa-e fix a SH which contains a composite curve of order ii+€,
viz. the curve Ca besides the (n — a-\-e) generators through the selected
points : thus e must equal zero.

The following is then a method of generating a F^t in 8n+). Consider
two curves G°a, C°_a situated normally in two spaces Sa, S,t_a respectively,
these two spaces being situated independently in a Sn+\- A (1, ^-corre-
spondence leads to a surface of order n, which cannot but be a scroll since
no two generators of a ruled surface of order a in Sn+\ can intersect. As

we vary a from 1 up to and including -77— or —r according as n is odd

or even, we obtain various types of Fl in SH+\.
We shall now show that every F% in Sn+\ can be obtained by the above

method. In order that a Sa may contain an assigned generator, it is

* Most of the results in this and the two following articles are due to Segre; cf. his
memoirs in the Atti Torino.
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necessary to subject it to two conditions. Hence we can always have a Sn

determined so as to pass through* —— arbitrary generators. The

residual 'curve of intersection may then be reducible or irreducible. Let
us say that it is a curve of order

Then we can easily see that there exists on the scroll a curve of order

For take n—fi arbitrary generators. Through two points on each of
them we can pass a Sn, since

The residual curve is of order 8, and cannot degenerate into a Cps and ef

generators, for then the unisecant curves Ca and Cp-e> would yield a scroll
•of order n—e' which is not so.

Thus the above method of generating scrolls Pf
n in ,S',1+i yields all such

scrolls as are possible. On projecting from an arbitrary Sn-3, we obtain
all possible scrolls F(jl in <S3. Consider in particular scrolls F°4 in S5.
There are only two ways of generation. Either we take two conies
situated in two independent planes, or we take a line and a twisted cubic
such that the line does not meet the space of the cubic. We then effect a
(1, 1)-correspondence and obtain the two types of rational quartics in
SK. It is obvious that the various types of scrolls F% in S3 are trans-
formable into one or other of the two types [1, 3] and [2, 2]. So
also every F?o in »Sfi is the result of a (1, 1)-correspondence between
either a G1 and a C4, or a C2

 a n ^ a C-s> the two curves in either case
being situated in independent spaces. It follows that in S3 every JF"
is transformable into one or other of the two types [1, -l] and

[2, 3]. There are thus -~- or —— types of scrolls Fl in Sn+i according
as n is even or odd.

14. We pass now to a discussion of elliptic scrolls. Consider first the
scroll F\. The minimum plane curve is a Cl only. Hence the scroll has
-two directrices and no multiple generators ; and is thus of the type [2, 2].

By [x] we mean the integral part of x.
R 2
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In virtue of Segre's lemma its normal space is S3. We can now prove
that every Fl

n is normal in Sn-i, either on lines similar to the proof in § 12"
or by anticipating a result to be proved later.

Consider the nature of a Fl situated normally in Sn-i- It cannot
have any multiple generators for a series of simple projections yield a FA

in S3 which is a scroll without any multiple generators. Again suppose
if possible two generators intersect. The projection from their point of in-
tersection on to a £,t_2 is necessarily uniform since the condition for this is

which is satisfied when n is greater than four. Thus on projection we
obtain in Sw_2 a ruled surface of order n—2 and genus 1; and this sur-
face must necessarily be a cone in virtue of Segre's lemma. Thus if two
generators meet, their point of intersection must lie on a double directrix;
for then only can a scroll be projected into a cone. Again it is easy to
see that three generators cannot meet in a point, for a projection from'
that point will necessarily be uniform and lead to a ruled surface of order
n—3 and genus 1 in S,t_o, which is absurd. Thus a scroll F\ in ,S;l_i
may have a double directrix, but it cannot have any multiple generators.

We prove as before that every G\ (a^.n—1) on the scroll is a uni-
secant curve. Further every such curve is situated in its normal space
Sa-i. For suppose it lies in Sa-i-e- Take (H —2 + e —a) further points.
Together with the Sa_i_e they determine a Sa-s containing not only the
Ca but also the generators through the selected points. We have there-
fore a Sn-3 containing a composite curve of order (n—2-f-e). The system'
of S,i-2 passing through the Sns cut out a linear system of sets of (2 — e)
generators. Now e cannot be two for otherwise we should have a Slt-s which
is not a hyperplane cutting out a curve of order n. Nor can e be one, for
then the scroll would be rational. Hence e is zero and every Cl (a^.n— 1)
is situated in its normal space.

15. Consider now a Cl
a and a C.Jt_a situated normally in spaces inde-

pendent of each other. A (1, ^-correspondence between them, assuming
they have the same moduli, yields a ruled surface Fl in Sn-\. We now
propose to analyse all such scrolls according to their minimum hyper-
planar curves. When there is a directrix, it is a double directrix and the
unisecant curve of minimum order on the surface is a d_2- A (1, 2)-
correspondence between a line and a C«_2 such that the line does not
meet the space Sn-z in which the curve is situated yields the scroll.

Now suppose there is no directrix, and that n is odd. Since a Sn-«
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can be made to pass through n—1 arbitrary points, we can have a
n i

Sn-» through —g— arbitrary generators. We thus obtain a residual irre-

ducible unisecant curve of order

n— 1a = n e = — - e ,

and of genus one. We shall prove that there exists a C\ where

/3 = n—a.

For taking a generators, a Sa-« can be had to pass through them provided

n — 1 > 2 a ,

that is, provided e ̂  1.

AVe have thus types where a (1, l)-corx-espondence is set up between two
curves Ca and Gp, with no self-corresponding points. When e equals zero,

we can only take two curves of order -~- and there is one self-
corresponding point.

Now suppose n is even. A Sn-2 can be had to pass tnrough %n— 1
arbitrary generators, and there is thus a residual unisecant irreducible
curve of order a where

We can again have a Op where

/3 = n—a,

provided n—2 > 2a,

that is, provided e ̂  2.
When e equals one, we set up a (1, ^-correspondence between two curves
of order %n. When e is zero, the unisecant curve of minimum order, of
which there is an infinity, is a curve of order ^?i+l .

Thus the scroll F\ in Sn-i has either a double directrix or belongs to
one of the following types.

A. When n is odd :

1. We take two C^n+i) with one self-corresponding point.

2. We take a CHll-i)+* and a Ci(w+i)_e (e > 0), and there are no
self-corresponding points.
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B. When n is even :

1. We take a C.'»_i_e and a C*.,,+i^t (e ^ 0), and there are no self-

corresponding points.

2. We take two Civ.

3. We take two C.u+i with two self-corresponding points.

16. We found that every F% is normal in S,,+i, and every Fl is normal
in £„_!. In other words, the normal space is uniquely determined in terras-
of the order and the genus. But this is by no means the case when the genus
is greater than one. Consider then some particular types of scrolls of
genus 2. A F? has for its minimum plane curve a G\; hence it must
have two directrices, and can have no multiple generators. It is thus of
the [2, 3] type. And further in virtue of Segre's lemma it is normal in
Sa. Consider now a F$ of the [2, 4] type with one double generator.
The system of quadrics through the fourfold directrix and the double
generator is an ex4 system, and obviously includes the system of plane
sections. Since the normal space for a Cjj is *S4, it follows that the scroll
is normal in <S4. Now consider a Fft of the [3, 3] type with two double
generators. We observe that a scroll in any space higher than <S3 can at
the most have one directrix. If now the given scroll is normal in S4, we
should have to replace one of the threefold directrices by a unisecant cubic
curve. But this is impossible, since a cubic curve cannot be of genus 2.
Thus the scroll is normal in S3 only. Or again two planes through a
double generator yield two plane curves C\ with two distinct points
common, viz., the points where the double generator meets the two direc-
trices. Obviously, it is impossible to have in SA two planes with two dis-
tinct points common without their lying in a S3.

Consider now a F: of the [2, 5] type with two double generators. The
two systems of quadrics passing through the fivefold directrix and either
of the two double generators are oo4 systems; and each of them contains
the oo3 system of plane sections. Thus the complete system containing
the system of plane sections is at least oo5; and since the normal space
for a C= is S5, it follows that the normal space for the scroll is S5.

Consider now a Fi of the [3, 4] type with a triple generator and a
double generator, or with four double generators. We shall show that for
both these types the normal space is S4. But first we shall show that the
normal space is at least as high as S4. Consider in S4 a line and a plane
which do not meet. Let 0 be any point in the plane and take any curve
C'\ in the plane. We can obtain a g\ on the quartic by means of lines
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passing through Po, a fixed point on the quartic. A (1, 3)-correspondence
between the line and the quartic yields a F] in S4 with the line for triple
directrix: The three points in which the line OPQ meets the quartic form
one set of the g\, and therefore correspond to a single point Qo on the
directrix. The plane OP0Q0 thus meets the S3 of projection in a line
which is a triple generator, and the quartic itself is projected into a four-
fold directrix. This is therefore a scroll of the first of the two types
mentioned above. On the other hand, we may obtain a g3 on the quartic
by means of conies passing through the double point and three fixed
points on the curve. Since there is no single set of the g\ of which the
three points lie in a line through 0, it follows that on projection we obtain
in ,S'3 a scroll of the second of the two types mentioned. Thus both the
types are normal at least in .S'4. Further two planes through the triple
generator yield two plane quartics of genus 2 with one point common,
viz. the point where the triple generator meets the fourfold directrix. And
obviously two planes with a common point fix a S4 and not a higher space.
Thus the normal space for the first type is precisely S4. Passing to the
second type, we see easily that such a scroll cannot exist in S5. For
supposing this were possible, we should still have a threefold directrix ;
and an arbitrary hyperplane section leads to a C* in S4 with a triple point.
This is obviously absurd. Thus for both the scrolls Fl of the type [3, 4]
the normal space is precisely S4. Moreover, since the above three types
are the only types of Fl with two directrices, it follows that every other
F* is normal in at least St. Thus every scroll F] is normal either in
St or in S5.

It appears from the above examples that every Fft is normal in either
S',,-2 or in Sn-s- We shall indeed prove this result later, but for the pre-
sent we assume its truth.

17. We now propose to examine the nature of a F% situated in its
normal space. We consider first a FfL situated normally in Sn-2- Suppose
there is a point through which e (!> 2) generators, distinct or coincident,
pass. The projection from this point into a S,i-z is necessarily uniform
provided

n—P

which is certainly so when n > 6.

We thus obtain in Sa-s a ruled surface of order n—e and genus 2. This
surface' cannot be a scroll, for that would require in virtue of Segre's
lemma, that Q o

n — 3 <; n—e—2,
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which is not so. The surface is therefore a cone, and since the normal
space for a cone of order n—e and genus 2 is Sn-t-i, it follows that we
must have

n—e—1 = n—3,

and thus e = 2.

Thus the scroll F% normal in £,t_2 cannot have a multiple generator, but
may have a double directrix. Further, we can show that it must have a
double directrix. A F? is normal in £3 and has a double directrix. Hence
a F\ normal in S4 must also have a double directrix, since a cubic curve
cannot be of genus 2. So also a F~ normal in S5, and more generally a
Fl normal in S*_a must have a double directrix. Au arbitrary Stt_3

through two generators meeting the directrix in the same point yields a
residual Gl_2, and this is the unisecant curve of minimum order. It is
situated in its normal space; for if it were situated in Stt_4-e, the system of
hyperplanes through this space would yield a g]+t of sets of two generators.
Since the scroll is not rational, it follows that e is necessarily zero. The
only method of generation is thus by setting up a (1, 2)-correspondence
between a line and a C*_2 situated normally in /S,,_i and such that the
line does not meet the Sn-4-

Consider now a Fl situated normally in /Srt_3. Suppose there exists a
point through which e ( ^ 2) generators, distinct or coincident, pass. It
can be shown that the projection from this point is uniform when n is
fairly high. On projection, we obtain then in S,,-4 a ruled surface of
order n—e and genus 2. An application of Segre's lemma shows that
when e is two, the new surface is a scroll: and that when e is three, the
new surface is a cone. Farther, it is not possible to assign a greater
value to e. Thus the scroll may have a triple directrix but cannot have a
double directrix. On the other hand, it may have double generators but
annot have generators of higher multiplicity. That a double directrix is

not possible can also be seen thus. If a F* normal in S4 has a double
directrix, theu a F;. normal in S3 must also have one ; but we saw in £ 16
that this is not so. Thus a F? normal in S4 cannot have a double direc-
trix, and repeating the argument, we see that a Fl normal in Sa-3 cannot
have a double directrix. So also since a F* normal in Sa can have only
two double generators, it follows that even of double generators the scroll
Fl normal in Sn-z can at the most have two only. Combining the results
regarding the directrix, we see that the necessary and sufficient condition
that any given F'Jn should be normal in S,i-2 is that it should have a
double directrix.

Consider now the methods of generation of a Fl normal in £n_3. When
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the scroll has a triple directrix, an arbitrary hyperplane through the three
generators issuing from a point of the directrix yields a residual C,2t_3

situated -normally in Sn-5. We do not consider the possibility of the
'triple directrix degenerating into a double directrix and a simple generator
put together, for such a degeneration cannot take place in the case of a
scroll situated in its normal space. Otherwise, we should obtain by a
series of projections a scroll normal in S3 having two directrices, one of
which degenerates ; and we have already seen that this is not possible.

18. We proceed now to an analysis of sextic scrolls. A F% is normal
in 5'7 and can be obtained by a (1, ^-correspondence between a C1 and a
•C\, a C2 and a C°, or two rational cubics, the two curves in each case
being situated in independent spaces. On projection we see that all
rational sextic scrolls in SB are reducible by transformation to one or
•other of the three types

[1, 5], [2, 4], [3, 3].

Passing to scrolls Fl, such a scroll situated normally in S5 may have
a double directrix ; or it may have two elliptic cubics on i t ; or again it
may only be capable of being generated by means of a (1, 1)-correspon-
dence between two elliptic quartics with two self-corresponding points.
There are therefore three fundamental types of elliptic sextic scrolls in S3,
to which all others can be reduced by transformation. We may take
them as a scroll of the [2, 4] type with two double generators, a scroll
•of the [3, 3] type with a triple generator, or a scroll of the [3, 3] type
with three double generators.

When the genus is two, we have seen that there is only one type
which is normal in /S3, viz. the [3, 3] type with two double generators.
All other scrolls F;. are normal in S± and have a double directrix as well
as a C\ for the unisecant curve of minimum order. They can thus be re-
duced to the type [2, 4j with one double generator.

When the genus is three, the sextic scroll is necessarily normal in S3

in virtue of Segre's lemma. There are only two types, the type [3, 3]
with one double generator, and the type [2, 4].

Lastly, when the genus is four there is only the one type with two
triple directrices.

It may be pointed out that a scroll with two directrices can always be
made to yield a second type where the two directrices coincide. Further,
we are concerned throughout with transformations which consist of two
.series of uniform projections from simple points. Whereas such a trans-
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formation is homographic, it does not follow that every homographic
transformation can be reduced to such a transformation. Thus the types
given above may not all be independent for homographic transformations:

19. We now proceed to a discussion of the general problem as to the
normal space of a given scroll, and we limit ourselves for the present to-
the case of scrolls with two directrices.

Anjr scroll of order n with two directrices may be represented by

[Or, V)a (*, t)p] = 0,

where «+/3 = n,

and the expression on the left stands for

the summation being taken subject to

0 < e < a, 0 < e' < /3.

Changing the coordinate planes we can write the equation in the form

F (x, y, z, t) = [(x, y)a {ax+by+t, *)„] = 0.

The section by the t plane is

f{x, y, z) = [(x, y)a(ax + by, z)^\ = 0.

Again, the scroll may also be represented by

y = 3k x, ax+by + t = ax^b^z, f(x0, y0, z0) = 0.

For the result of eliminating x0, y0, zQ between the above equations im-
precisely the function F. This is because we have

isi — Mo —
x y z{ax-t-by)/{ax-\-by-\-t) '

i r ( ax-\-bii \ ( ax + bit \p „ . ,,
and f[x,y, , , , ,-g = , | j ,) F{x,y,z,t).

\ '' ax + by + t 1 \ax-\-by-\rtJ
The latter form of the equations to the scroll has the advantage of giving
the equation of the generator through an}r assigned point of the section/.
In particular, the a generators through the foot of the a directrix are'

given by ax + by = 0, h(x,y) = 0,

where h is the coefficient of & in the expression / . Further, any £-fold
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point xv yv zx of / gives rise to a A;-fold generator whose equation is

y = ±±- ,c, ax + by + t = ———^ z. (1)

xv zx

Thus apart from the two directrices the only other singularities of the
scroll are multiple generators.

Let now <p (x, y , z) = 0

be any adjoint of order n — '2 to the curve/. Then the equations

,j = lI<L:Cy ax + by + t = ™ 2 ± $ & , , 0 ( , O f Vo, ZQ) = 0,
•fo *o

represent a surface whose equation is

, / ax + by \ .

Since tj> is an adjoint of order n—*2 its expression is necessarily of the form

t/>(x, y, z) = [(x, //)o_i (ax + by, z)P-{\ = 0.

Hence the equation (2) is the same as

[(x, ?/)a_, (ax + by+ t, z)p-{] = 0,

and the expression on the left may be denoted by

* U, y, z, t).

From the form of the expression it is obvious that 4> is again a scroll of
order n — 2 with two directrices. We observe that Q is obtained from <j>
in precisely the same way as F was obtainable from / . Further, it is
evident that the surface $ is an adjoint to the scroll F. For, if xi} y, zx

is a A,-fold point of/, the ft-fold generator through it of the scroll F is
given by the equations (1). The point xlt yx, zx is again a (k—l)-fold
point for 0, and the surface <f» has a (k — l)-fold generator through it
whose equations are precisely the equations (1). Hence on every adjoint
0M_2 to the curve/ we can build up a scroll $n-2 which is adjoint to JF.

Conversely, it is obvious that every adjoint surface of order n—2 is
met by the t plane in a curve of order n—2 which is adjoint to the curve
/ . Thus the freedom of the system of surfaces <3?7l_2 is precisely the same
as the freedom of the system of curves 0Jt_2 which are adjoint to the plane
section/; and the freedom of the latter system is (n+p — 2), for the free-
dom of the system of adjoints <pn-3 is (p — 1), and a curve of order n — 2
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has (n—1) more disposable constants than a curve of order n—3. In
other words, we have* _

ft)M_2 = 0 .

Further, every adjoint 4»w_2 meets the scroll in a free curve consisting
of («-J-2p — 2) generators; these are the generators through the (n+2p —2)
free points of intersection of <p, the plane section of <£>, with / the section
of F by the same plane. Thus the adjoints $«-•_> from a system of free-
dom n-\-p — 2, and each such adjoint cuts out a set of n-\-Zp — 2 free
generators.

20. We now proceed to the problem mentioned at the beginning
of § 19.

A general surface of order n — 2 is one of a system of freedom

6

and we have seen above that the adjoint surfaces of order ;t—2 form a
system whose freedom is only {n-\-p — 2). Denning Ka-.2, the cost of ad-
jointness to a surface of order n—2, as the number of conditions to be
satisfied by a general surface of order n—2 before it becomes adjoint,
we have therefore the equality

Further, we cannot take ?i+2p —2 generators arbitrarily to form one of
the sets mentioned. In order that a $n-2 should pass through a pre-
scribed generator, it is necessary and sufficient to make it pass through
one point of the generator. For the generator has already an (a —l)-fold
point and a (8—l)-fold point where it meets the directrices, on the sur-
face. Since then the system of $>n-2 has a freedom («+p —2), we can
choose (n-\-p — 2) generators only at random ; they serve to fix a ^V-2 and
p further generators are thereby determined.

Consider now any one particular adjoint $,,-2 cutting out a set of
t,;i+2/j — 2) generators. Let p be the freedom of the system of adjoints
<£>„_! passing through this set of generators. Then the given scroll is
normal in Sr Now the freedom of the general system of adjoints $w_i
subjected to no further conditions as to passing through prescribed

* Picard and Simart, Th4orie des fauctions alg&briqxuis de deux variables, Vol. 2 (1906),
p. 157. The introduction of the numbers « in the theory of surfaces is due to Castelnuovo.
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generators is M v / l m

-I- -
o

where Kn_x is the cost of adjointness to a surface of order n— I. Hence

we have , , 1W , ON
p — g —-«-~^-n-l~-"7i-l»

where Hn-\ indicates the number of conditions to be satisfied in order
that an adjoint <fr(l_i should pass through the set of generators cut out by
the fixed $n_2.

We proceed to evaluate Kn-\- In the case of plane curves it is known
that the cost of adjointness km remains the same for all values of m
greater than or equal to n — 3. But this is not so in the case of surfaces.
For instance, if a line is to lie entirely on a surface of order N, the number
of conditions to be satisfied is IV+l and varies with N. Noether* has
given a formula for the number of conditions to be satisfied in order that
a surface of order m should have a given line as a X-fold line. The num-
ber is \a_i_i\

^ P (3m-2A+5).

Hence A „, +, — NM =

and this number does not depend on m. In our case the adjoint surface
must have the two directrices as (a —1) and (/3—l)-fold lines, and every
5-fold generator for a (S—l)-fold line. Hence it would appear that

, (ft-D£ , y

For the purpose of calculating the difference between the two i f s, we-
have considered the various lines—directrices and multiple generators—
as non-intersecting lines. But actually this is not so. The fact of their
intersection thus accounts for a possible reduction in the difference as-
calculated above. Expressing this reduction by e, we have

r r (tt-l)(n-2)
An_i —A«_2 = 5 p — e. (y>

* Math. Annalen, Vol. 3 (1869), p. 177.
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Hence combining (a), (fi), (y), we obtain

There are two cases where e equals zero. One is when there are no
multiple generators at all, and the other is when we have only double
generators.

21. It remains to evaluate Hn-i: we make a short digression to the
theory of plane curves. The general curves C,,_3 form a system of freedom

n(n — 3)
2 '

but the adjoints 0,,_3 are only a system of freedom (/; — 1). Thus the
cost of adjointness is

_ n(n—S)
A.»-s — — g (p—1)*

and this remains the same for higher adjoints. The 0.t_j through the
Q,p — -2 free intersections of a fixed <j>n-3 form a system of freedom r, where

r = n—p-\-i, 1^0.

Now the freedom of the general system of adjoints (f>n-2 subjected to no
further conditions is

2 L 2 {p

Hence the number of conditions imposed on a 0M_.> by the free intersec-
tions of a fixed <pn-s is given by

= 2p—2—i.

-So also we have

= 2p —2+;t—i.

In other words, if of the free intersections of a fixed 0,,_2 we compel an
adjoint (j>n-\ to pass through all but i, then the <j>n-\ will automatically
pass through the i points, however they may have been selected.

Now consider Hn-i. For an adjoint $„_! to pass through a specified
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generator, it is necessary and sufficient to make it pass through two
arbitrary points of the generator; for the generator already meets the
adjoint in o .

' (a-l)(p—1) —11—2

points, where it meets the directrices. We have therefore as a first
approximation

Hn.x = 2 ( 2 p - 2 + « ) - e \ (er > 0),

and we obtain p = n—2p-\-l-\-e-\-e', (e, e' ^ 0).

This is the result obtained by Segre.
Further, the plane section of a $(l_i is 0»_i. Select any group of

{'2p—2+;t—i) generators from the given set of (2^ — 2+n) generators.
Take two arbitrary planes, and make an adjoint $>»-} pass through the
intersections by these planes of the selected group of generators. This
implies .-, ,n

1 2(2p
conditions at the most, and the ^,,-i will automatically pass through the
traces on the two planes of the remaining I generators. We have seen
above that a &n-\ passing through two points of a generator contains that
generator entirely. Thus ^u-i will contain entirely every one of the
generators in the set. Thus

JffM_, = 2 (2p_2+M-t - ) -e \ (e' > 0),

and we reach a second approximation

p = u - 2 p + l + 2* + e + e'f (e, e' > 0).

It does not appear possible to go any further with the above argument.
But in particular cases where the multiplicities of the multiple generators
are known, we should be able to iind a lower limit for e. It may be added
that though the above result has been proved only for scrolls with two
directrices, it holds in more general cases. For consider any given scroll
F',1 normal in Sp with its plane section normal in Sr. If the given scroll
does not possess two directrices, assume that Sp is higher than S3. Con-
sider now the scroll FH situated normally in Sp. Project it from p — 'S
points on itself on to a <S3. Assume that the new scroll thus obtained
will be normal in S3; it is of order (n—p + 3), and its plane section will
be normal in Sr-P+-s- Hence on applying the above formula to the latter
scroll, we find that

for the function i remains the same for projections from simple points of
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a curve. Hence
p > w

And indeed the same line of argument can be used in ithe case of a scroll1

with a single double curve; and we obtain the same result except that
the correction e does not arise. It is necessary to add that the above
result is effectively the same as Segre's result. For when the plane sec-
tion is non-special, the two results are identical. On the other hand,
when the plane section is special, the above result gives no useful infor-
mation ; for when a curve is special we have by Clifford's theorem

r = n— p-\-i < w/2 <p—h

and hence n—2p+2i < 0.

22. We can however deduce some useful inferences. In conjunction
with Segre's lemma, the above result yields the upper and lower limits for
the normal space in terms of the order and the genus. For instance, for
a F'{ the normal space is either Sn-2 or »9n_3; for a Fft it is JSH._3, 8 ,,-*,•
or Sn-i- And, in general, when the hyperplane section is not special,

n — 2p-(-l ^ p ^ n—p.

Again, given a scroll F]l in ordinary space, the system of plane sections
is an oo3 system of curves of grade n. This system may or may not be
complete. If the normal space for the scroll is Sp, then the complete
system of which the system of plane sections forms part is a system of
freedom p. On any one particular curve of the complete system, the re-
maining curves of the system cut out a linear series of sets of n points,
and this series is of freedom p — 1. This series is called the characteristic
series of the completed system of plane sections ; and we may consider
the characteristic series as cut out on any one curve of the system, and in
particular on one of the plane sections. But on a curve Gl normal in 8,-
the complete series of sets of n points is a series of freedom r. There is
thus a deficit in the freedom of the characteristic series given by

If we assume that p ^ n—2p+l + 2z,

it follows that S ^.p—i.

Thus when the plane section is non-special, we find that the deficit is not
greater than the genus, which is a well known result. On the other hand,
when the plane section is special we can find a further limit. We have
remarked that, for i > 0, rt . n. . A
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Hence n—2p+2i+3 < 3,

and since we always have p ^ 8,

it follows that p ^ n — 2 p + 2 i + 8 .

Therefore S^p—i—2.

We shall now show how, when

w—3,

we may construct a scroll F* for which the deficit S is as low as one.
For suppose o

11 p — n—3—e.
Consider now a plane curve C£ with a {n—2)-fold point and (e+1) double
points. Its genus is given by

? __ (n-\){n-K _ (n —2)(n—3) _ ( e + 1 )
2 2

= W — 8 —e.

We can now make the curve Ql the base of a scroll F^ with a (n—2)-fold
directrix and a 2-fold directrix, besides e double generators, in a variety of
ways. The equation of the scroll would be of the form

X2{Z, t)H-s + Xy(z, t)u-2+lf{z, t)n-2 = 0.

Let x-\-\Ky = 0,

represent the double generators. Consider the transformation

JL — JL — JL — JL — (*+*«y) */(*+/*«*) / _ i > ..
X ~ Y ~ Z ~ T ~ 6K KK-1...Q,

we obtain thereby a scroll F^ situated in Se+3 which projects from the 6
vertices into the given scroll. Now it is obvious that the plane section of
the scroll is non-special; for it is a hyperelliptic curve and no hyper-
elliptic curve can be special. Hence we have

r = n—p = e+3 ;

Segre's lemma gives p < > , and it can be proved (cf. § 25 below) that in
the present case p ^ r ; hence

Thus the deficit is given by

SER 2. VOL, 19. NO. 13G7.
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28. We now continue the work in §§ 18, 19; and we propose to prove
a result due to Prof. Baker. The result is as follows. Given a scroll F?
with an a directrix and a j8 directrix, its normal space is given by

p = 1+u+v,

where u, v are defined loith reference to an arbitrarij plane section; u is
the freedom of the system of adjoints of order n—1 passing through the
free intersections of a fixed adjoint of order n—2 and having the foot of
the a directrix for an a-fold point, v being defined similarly with respect
to the foot of the fi directrix.

The equation of the scroll Fft with two directrices is of the form

where a+/3 = n.

Any adjoint of order n—2 is of the form

|> , y)«-i(M)|s-i] = 0.

Consider now an adjoint of order n—1. If xvifz't? is the general term
in its equation, we have

p+q+r+s = n—1, D+g>a—1, >-+s>/3—1,

and therefore r-\-s ^ /3, p-\-q ^.a.

Thus (p-\-q) is either a or a—I, and {r-\-s) is either j3 or /3—1. There-
fore the equation of any adjoint of order n—1 is of the form

Indicating the two parts of the expression on the left by A and B, we
shall show that A as well as B represents an adjoint surface. We observe
first that A and B have no single term common. Keeping the equations
of the two directrices unaltered, we can so choose the vertices of the
fundamental tetrahedron that any given &-fold generator is represented by

x = z — 0.

Since ;4-f-B is an adjoint, it follows that for every term in A-\-B we
mus t have 1 ^ 7 1

p+r^. k — 1.
Since A and B have no single term common, it follows that for every term
in A as well as for every term in JB the above relation is satisfied.
Thus not only does A -\-B behave adjointly with respect to the /c-fold
generator, but each of A and B taken separately behaves adjointly; and
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what is true of one multiple generator is equally true of every other
multiple generator. Hence A is an adjoint surface, and so also
is B.

Further, the a directrix is not an (a—l)-fold line but an a-fold line on
A. We may therefore say that A is an adjoint surface of order n—1,
which is super-adjoint with respect to the a directrix. And when we wish
to be understood to mean such a surface, we shall speak of it as a 3>a of
order n—1. So also we shall speak of a ^ of order n— 1. The surface
B is thus a 3?p of order n— 1. Thus the most general adjoint 4>,i_i is the
sum of adjoints <I?tt and $p of order n—1.

Again, if A-\-B is to pass through any assigned generator, it is
necessary and sufficient that each of A and B should pass through it. To
prove this it is enough to change the axes as above and repeat the argu-
ment. Consider now a fixed adjoint ^,i_2, C, cutting out a set of
(n4-2jp —2) generators. Every adjoint $>n-i through these generators
will then split up into the sum of a <£>„ and a ^ of order n—1, each of
which passes through all these generators. Let now u be the freedom of
the system of adjoints $ a of order n—1 passing through the set, and v the
freedom of the system of adjoints 3?/j of order n — 1 passing through the
set. Then the freedom of the system of adjoints <£,t_i passing through
the fixed set is given by

p = l-f u+v,

and Sp is the normal space for the scroll. Suppose now there are no irre-
ducible adjoints $a, $fi of order n—1. Then we have at least the surfaces

C(x+\y) = 0, C(z+nt) = 0,

satisfying the conditions. Thus we have

u > 1, v > 1,

and hence p ^ 3.

24. We proved in § 19 that coH_2 was zero; and this was found to
result from the fact that the ^a-2 was also a scroll with the two directrices
for (a —l)-fold and (/3 —l)-fold directrices, and that on every <j>n-<i we
could build up a <&n--i- Now we observe that A is a scroll with the two
directrices for a-fold and (/3 — l)-fold directrices; and that the section of
A by an arbitrary plane is a <pa of order n—1, that is a curve of order
?i—l which is not only adjoint to the section of the given scroll by the
same plane but is super-adjoint with respect to the foot of the a directrix.

s 2
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It follows* as before that the freedom of the system of surfaces A is pre-
cisely the same as the freedom of the system of adjoints fa of order n—1
for an arbitrary plane section of the scroll.

Again, in order that a 3?a of order n—1 should pass through air
assigned generator, it is enough to make it pass through any one arbitrary
point of the generator ; for the surface already passes through n — 1 points
of the generator situated on the two directrices. Thus if the adjoint fa
of order n—1 passes through any assigned point of the plane section of
the scroll, then the adjoint <!?» of order n—1 built up on it passes entirely
through the generator issuing from that point. Therefore the freedom of
the system of <£»a of order n—1 passing through the set of generators cut
out by G the fixed #M_2 is precisely the freedom of the system of fa of
order n—1 passing through the set of points cut out on the plane section
of the scroll by the section of G. Precisely similar remarks apply to v;.
and we obtain the result

P — 1+u+v,

where u, v are defined with reference to a plane section of the scroll: u i&
the freedom of the system of fa of order n—1 passing through the free-
intersections of a fixed </>n-2, and v is defined similarly.

25. The above result is a precise result, and it requires for its evalua-
tion only a knowledge of the plane section. But in any particular case
its evaluation is a matter of considerable difficulty. We observe that the
freedom of the system of 0R_i passing through the free intersections of a
fixed fas is r, where Sr is the normal space for the plane section of the
scroll. In order to make any such <f>n-i super-adjoint at the foot of the a.
directrix, it is necessary to subject it to {a—e^ further conditions where

0 < €j < a.

We thus have u = r—(a—e^, v = r—(J3—e2) (0 < e2 < 8)..

Hence p

This is practically the result obtained in § 21, except that a new-
significance is here attached to the correction.

* The point of the argument is simply this : given a plane curve C£ with a 7i,-fold point
and a ?i2-fold point, where 7̂  + IU = n and two skew lines passing through these two singular-
points, there is one and only one way of building up a scroll F? with the given curve as base,,
and having the given lines as directrices. Compare §§ 19, 26.
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But we may proceed in a different way. The general system of 0u-i
passing through the free intersections of a fixed <pn--2 cuts out on the curve
a, g'n where Sr is the normal space for Cft the plane section of the scroll.
This linear series is complete and is imaged by the hyperplane sections of
the normal curve y* situated in S,.. Again, the system of <f>a of order
7i—l passing through the free intersections of the fixed ^»_2 cuts out
a g% and is a part of the general system of <j)n-i mentioned above. Thus
the ()l is a part of the gr

n; and therefore its image is also a part of the
image of the latter. Indicate by P the group of a points distinct or other-
wise of y which project into the foot of the a directrix on the plane section
under consideration. It is then easy to see that if Sh is the space in
which the points P are situated, we have

7i<>—2.

In particular, the plane section C£ is the projection of a curve on a
quadric ;* and if it is normal in space higher than S3, the latter curve is
again the projection of a curve on a hyper-cone. To the a-fold point of
Oft correspond a points on a generator of the quadric, and the correspond-
ing a points on the curve in S4 are situated in a generator plane or on a
line.

The system of hyperplanes of S,- which pass through the space Sh, is
then the image of the g%. Thus we have

u = r—h—1,

and in virtue of the above inequality, we have

It remains to determine //. Int general a arbitrary points of a curve in
Sr determine a Sa_i which does not meet the curve in any further points.
We may therefore say that

h = a—I,

and therefore that u = r—a,

provided r—a > 1.

* Of. §26.
t Cf. Severi, Geometria Algebrica, Padua, 1908, p. 171. There is a proviso that a—I < r — 2,

-which is not of importance.
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Similar considerations apply to v. Hence we have*

where [.c] stands for x when x is greater than zero, and equals one for all
other values of x. But whenever we have

simultaneously, a correction, to be added to p, may arise. This correction
occurs when there exists an a-fold generator (a < j3) and it equals unity ; a
simple example is the scroll F% of the [3, 4] type with a triple generator.
Again, the correction may be as high as two; a simple example is the F%
of the type [4, 4] with a fourfold generator. Such a correction occurs in
particular when the two directrices are of equal multiplicity.

26. We come now to a different question. Given a twisted curve Cl'ty.
under what circumstances can we transform it birationally into a plane
curve of the same order which can be made the base of a scroll ? We
shall limit ourselves to the consideration of scrolls with two directrices.

Consider a curve of order n lying on a quadric, and meeting each
generator of the one system in a points and each generator of the other
system in ft points, so that

We can project the curve from an arbitrary point of the quadric into a
plane curve of the same order having an a-fold point and a /8-fold point,
besides other possible multiple points. Conversely, such a plane curve
can always be thought of as the projection of a curve of the same order
lying on a quadric and meeting the generators of either system in a and ft
points. For the equation of the plane curve is of the form

O , x)a (z, y)p] = 0.

Considered as a locus in space it represents a cone with (0, 0, 0, 1) for
vertex and having the two lines

z = x = 0 , z =• y •= 0,

as a-fold and /3-fold generators. The residual intersection of the cone
with the quadric , _

zt — xy
is a curve of the requisite nature. Thus the question at the beginning of

I owe this result to Prof. Baker, whose proof, however, was different.
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the article is the same as the other question, When can we transform bi-
rationally a> given twisted curve into a curve of the same order lying on a
quadric ?

It is difficult to give a complete answer, but some particular classes of
curves may be considered. We begin with the following lemma. Any
curve Cn which possesses a g\ and a g\ can always be transformed bi-
rationally into a plane curve of order n having an ct-fold point and a 3-fold
point. For let the two linear series be given by loci of the form

A—\A' = 0, B—/JLB' = O',

so that between X and /* there is a (/3, a)-correspondence. Consider now
two networks of lines in a plane having for their centres the origin and
the point xQ, y0, and given by

y—\x = 0, (y—yo)—n (x—a?,,) = 0.

If the (/?, a) relation between X, M be indicated by

F(\ 11) = 0, (i)
the locus of the points of intersection of corresponding lines in the two
networks is given by

$ a

KX ' x—xj

This equation may be written in the form

zo, y—yo)c] = o, (ii)

and is of order n, provided the value yolxo of \ does not correspond to the
same value of /x; that is, provided yolxo is not one of the roots of the
equation 0 a

F(d, 0) = 0.

The curve represented by an equation of the form (i) can be made the
base of a scroll in a variety of ways ; for we have only to take two non-
intersecting lines through the a point and the (3 point, and set up between
the points of the two lines the correspondence indicated by the relation (i).
Our endeavour is thus to find two such linear series if possible on the
given curve.

This is easily done when the given twisted curve C£ is hyperelliptic ;.
for on such a curve we have a g]} and the planes passing through an
arbitrary bisecant yield a g\_». We may therefore limit ourselves to the*
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case of non-hyperelliptic curves. On such a curve, the residue of an
arbitrary point with respect to the canonical series is a gx

T; and on taking
two arbitrary points, we obtain two such series. Thus any curve of order
greater than or equal to 2j? permits a transformation of the desired type.

We shall now show that on any curve which is not hyperelliptic there
always exists a gp-.x_e, where e has some particular value positive or zero.
Projecting the canonical curve C%p-2 normally situated in Sp-i from points
on itself, we obtain a Cp

p+\ situated in a plane; and it has multiple
points equivalent in effect to

JP(P-D „ . l> (p -3 )
2 ~~ 2

double points. Thus* the lines through one of these multiple points yield
on the plane Cj!+i a g),-\-t (e ^ 0). Thus on the given curve also there
exists a gf,1,_i_c, where e has some definite value positive or zero.

In particular when the order of the curve is 2p —1, we have not only
a <7j,_i-e but also a g]}+t, for, on a non-hyperelliptic curve, we have linear
series of any order greater than or equal to p. Consider again the case
where the order of the curve is 2p — 2, we have on the one hand a g))_l_e,
and we require a gl-l+e, where e has some definite positive integral value
which may be zero. Such a series certainly exists when e is greater than
zero; and it exists as certainly when e is zero, for that only means that
all the singularities of the plane Cp\i are double points, and there are
certainly at least two double points.

We have thus considered all curves of order

« > 2 p — 2,

besides hyperelliptic curves. Limiting ourselves to the case of twisted
curves of order less than nine, the only curves that do not fall under the
former class are the

nh rid . rid nl rtS sw
^7> ^ 7 J ^ 8 » (-'8> U 8 » ° S '

These curves are all special, and hence none of them is hyperelliptic. It
is known j that the twisted C~ lies on a cubic surface, and it can be shown!
that it posseses a g\ and a g\. Again a C* is the curve of that order of
maximum genus; hence it lies on a quadric. The curvet C\ lies on a

* It is necessary that p should be greater than 3. But this is hardly a restriction.
t Cf. Noether, Berliner Abhandhmgen, 188*2, pp. 92, 96.
X Cf. Baker, Proc. London Math. Soc, Ser. 2, Vol. 11, p. 294.
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•cubic surface and permits two 4-point chords, the planes through which
.yield two series g\.

Passing to the curve C\, we have a canonical curve C]2 in S6. The
given curve is normal in SH, hence* 5 arbitrary points of the canonical
•curve determine a S4 which passes through 3 further points. The system
of hyperplanes (S5) through this S4 yields a g\. Varying the arbitrary
points we obtain another g\. Lastly, it is knownt that the curves Cf, (^
lie on a quadric. Thus a transformation of the type indicated at the be-
ginning of this article is always possible in the case of non-hyperelliptic
curves, of curves of order not less than 2p —2, and finally of all curves of
order less than nine.

There are questions raised in this paper which have not been
answered. A detailed study of scrolls which in their normal space are
situated on one or more quadric loci would be interesting. But this
must be reserved for a future occasion.

[Added November 1920.—A correspondent, to whom the author is
much indebted, sends, as an example of cases for which the theorem of
§ 7 fails, that of a F'i constructed by placing in correspondence a G\ with
a C?, in different planes, with two common self-corresponding points.
This surface is normal in SB, but has not two directrices. It is not shown,
in fact, in § 8 (p. 238), that (even if the argument in § 7 be complete) it
is possible to place the two curves in correspondence, so as to have n—2
common corresponding points. The result of § 10 is therefore unproved.
And, in fact, a F%, normal in S5, may be constructed by placing in corre-
spondence a Of, having a triple point, with a C>2 taken doubly, these curves
being in independent planes in S5.

Further, attention should be called to the facts that the inequality
%n ^ ft, of § 4, evidently assumes the existence of two C ,̂ and that the
statement (§ 10), that two projections of the same scroll are in homo-
graphic uniform correspondence is inaccurate.

The failure of § 7 may affect individual statements made elsewhere in
the paper ; the author will be grateful for other corrections.]

* Cf. Segre, Annali di Math., Vol. 22, p. 126.
t Cf. Noether, Berlin Abhand., 1882, pp. 92, 9G.


